
Serving the needs of coaches and teams for 15 years and counting…

COACHES’ AIDS  & GAME MANAGEMENT TOOLS

TWO CONVENIENT WAYS TO ORDER:

• ORDER ONLINE @ WWW.SPORTSINFOMEDIA.COM

• CALL OUR TOLL FREE NUMBER (800) 733 – 0543

www.SportsInfoMedia.com

(Formerly Allegheny Publishing)
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COACHES’ AIDS  & GAME MANAGEMENT  TOOLS
SPORTS INFORMATION MEDIA has been the USA’s leading designer, producer and supplier of 
CUSTOMIZED products for coaches and teams at all levels across the country for the past 15 years.

LINEUP CARDS: customized and printed on four part carbonless paper with your team name and logo in either color or  B&W.

DUGOUT CHARTS: oversized 11” x 17” game charts for  tracking lineups of both teams with your team name and logo.

SCOREBOOKS: oversized, easy to read pages in two colors offered in 40 game and 60 game versions.

CHARTING SYSTEMS: three different charting systems for analyzing important elements of the game: (1) Pitching Systems;      
(2) Hitting Systems; and (3) Scouting Systems.

FUNDRAISING KITS: a highly profitable raffle based on a randomly selected 3 digit number.

SCHEDULE CARDS, ROSTER CARDS & POSTERS: present your roster and schedule to spectators and promote your team 
to the community.

MEMENTOS: designed specifically for your team honoring your season or special event (i.e. tournament win, division win, 
tournament participation, etc.). Placed in a 5” by 7” picture frame or standing picture frame or an 8.5” by 11’ hanging frame.

OTHER SPORTS: we produce similar products used at the high school, club and college levels for other sports such as 
volleyball, soccer and wrestling.

Our products were developed by a former collegiate coach and have provided coaches with efficient and easy to use game     
management tools for 15 years.

We guarantee 100% satisfaction with every custom product we sell and typically ship within 24 hours of our receipt of your 
order.  Please let us know if you have special needs or requirements.
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BASEBALL AND SOFTBALL PRODUCTS
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BASEBALL PRODUCTS - OVERVIEW

TWO CONVENIENT WAYS TO ORDER:

• ORDER ONLINE @ WWW.SPORTSINFOMEDIA.COM
• CALL OUR TOLL FREE NUMBER (800) 733 - 0543
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SOFTBALL PRODUCTS - OVERVIEW

TWO CONVENIENT WAYS TO ORDER:

• ORDER ONLINE @ WWW.SPORTSINFOMEDIA.COM
• CALL OUR TOLL FREE NUMBER (800) 733 - 0543
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LITTLE LEAGUE PRODUCTS - OVERVIEW

TWO CONVENIENT WAYS TO ORDER:

• ORDER ONLINE @ WWW.SPORTSINFOMEDIA.COM
• CALL OUR TOLL FREE NUMBER (800) 733 - 0543
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BASEBALL AND SOFTBALL LINEUP CARDS
Each baseball and softball lineup card set is COMPLETELY CUSTOMIZED to your particular specifications 
and printed on 4-part carbonless paper. Write one and have three instant copies, one for you, one for your 
opponent, one for the umpire, and one for the announcer or official scorer. Check out these features:

Artwork – You can send us artwork for use on your cards, or choose among our 
selection▪

Roster or No Roster? – We can do your lineup cards with or without a roster in the 
same turnaround time. In place of a roster we will print substitute lines▪

Four Page Color – Prints all four pages in color for an additional charge.▪

Color – The standard set prints the first (white) page of each set in color. There is no limit 
on the number of colors we can use.▪

Standard set has a white top sheet, yellow, pink, and a white hardback last page. The 
non-hardback option utilizes a gold last page.▪

Paper is the heaviest carbonless paper available for durability▪

Each set is four pieces, size is 8.5"h x 5.5"w▪

Carbonless forms are glued along the top edge for easy separation▪

Standard lineup space for 10 players, with their number and position clearly indicated, 
and room for substitutions▪
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LINEUP CARD BASIC STYLES
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WITH ROSTERS
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WITHOUT ROSTERS
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LINEUP CARD – 8 STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM
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STANDARD – STYLE 1 STYLE 2
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STYLE 3  STYLE 4
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STYLE 5  STYLE 6
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STYLE 7          STYLE 8
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CONFERENCES AND LEAGUES
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CUSTOM LINEUP CARD OPTIONS
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B
uilding your ow

n C
ustom

ized Lineup C
ard™

is  
easy. Just look at all the options. If there’s som

ething 
you w

ant that you don’t see, just sketch it out on a 
sheet of paper and fax it to us. 
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LINEUP CARD ARTWORK OPTIONS
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DUGOUT CHARTS
These oversized baseball and softball dugout charts are used for game management of lineups for both 
teams. These are the same charts used by most major and minor league professional teams, and provide a 
visual tool for coaches at any level to manage substitutions and bench decisions during a game. They can be 
customized to your specifications including number of players (i.e. 9, 10 or 11), your roster, and any artwork 
that you either supply or select from our wide variety of stock artwork.

Typically mounted on dugout wall but can be taped to a fence or any other surface for quick 
reference▪

In each slot, there is room for the starter's name, as well as up to three substitutes▪

Nine hitting slots and one reserved for pitchers or a designated hitter▪

Can be ordered without roster (which will be replaced by an inning by inning linescore)▪

Complete roster of player names and numbers are printed at the bottom for easy reference, 
and room is provided for writing in substitutes available to pitch or hit RH or LH.▪

Customized to your team, with school or team name across the top. You can also supply 
artwork for the top of the cards, or choose among our artwork selections. ▪

Option I - Printed in black ink on heavy white cardstock
Option II - Printed in color ink on heavy white cardstock▪

11" by 17" in size▪
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DUGOUT CHARTS
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DUGOUT CHARTS
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SCOREBOOKS

• Comes with complete instructions

• Official for Baseball and Softball

• Easy totaling of pitching statistics

• Three players per spot in the order 

• Metal spiral bound so that it folds over flat

• All important statistics are easily tracked and totaled

• Attractive and easy-to-read pages in two colors

• Three sizes - a 40-game version, a 60-game version and 30-game
version for continuous batting orders

This is a deluxe scorebook, slightly oversized for ease of writing, but with a few added features to save time 
and improve accuracy

Boxscore Forms
Complement your 
scorebook with an 
official matching 
boxscore form, 
sold in convenient 
peel-off pads. Sold 
in pads of 45 or 65 
forms per pad
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CHARTING SYSTEMS

WHY CHART PITCHERS, HITTERS OR TEAMS?

Coaching can be time-consuming work, whether it’s your child’s youth team or a championship collegiate 
squad. While most coaches will acknowledge they suspect that charting pitchers and hitters and opponents 
defensively would benefit their team, it’s difficult to invest the time to get quality results. Remember, though, 
the feeling of having an “edge” leads to confidence, and confident players (and coaches) perform better.

We don’t have all the answers. We do, however, have three products that can help any coach ask the right 
questions and find some of those answers. Our Pitching, Hitting, and Scouting Chart Systems are 
designed to be flexible and easy to use, and results can be immediate with a minimum time investment.

Delegate authority (and time) by assigning players the task of charting on a rotating basis. Ask another 
student, parent, or friend of the team if they would help. Most importantly, treat this responsibility seriously, 
and pay attention to the results. 

If charting is not a priority with the coach, and if the results are never discussed or used, then no one else 
(certainly not your players) will take it seriously either. Sell your best players on the idea that the charts can 
help them, and the rest of team will follow. Be specific in the type of data you are looking for and use it to 
reinforce some of the points you are constantly preaching to your players, both individually and as a team. 

Focus on the data in a positive sense as much or more than using it to point out negatives. Use the 
information during the games as well as off the field. Show appreciation for a charting job well done, and 
give team recognition to the contribution of the data. Before long, you will have a team full of players “into”
the game mentally like never before.
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HITTING CHART SYSTEM
The Hitting Chart System provides an intuitive format for analyzing virtually any aspect of hitting. The 
system is based on the fundamentals of following the count as it progresses from the first pitch through the 
last for every at-bat. It allows for visual tracking of the types of pitch seen in each at-bat during the course 
of a game according to the count they were thrown. The system also shows the location and result of each 
pitch, whether it was taken, hit or fouled off. 

The system totals results for hitting ahead, behind, and even in the count. There are also ball/strike 
sequences for each at-bat. Best of all, the totals for an entire game can be done in a couple of minutes per 
hitter, allowing more time for learning from the results. 

The power of the system is it's flexibility. It is easy to use the system in as much detail as needed, or keep it 
simple and focus on certain key points. 

Included with the system:

Complete instructions with many sample 
charts completed▪

Binder/clipboard for game use and 
portability▪

Easy to organize, economical to refill▪

15 individual and team summaries for 
statistics▪

Mylar reinforced▪
225 game charts▪
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PITCHING CHART SYSTEM

The Pitching Chart System is our flagship product. The power of the system is it's flexibility. It is easy to use 
the system in as much detail as needed, or keep it simple and focus on certain key points. 

• Chart pitchers and provide 
game feedback on virtually 
any category of pitching 
performance

• Provides strategic 
information during games, 
hot info on hot & cold hitters

• Ideal for scouting future 
opponents

• Used at all levels of play, 
from Youth to Professional, 
baseball and softball

• National polls in every 
division filled with users of 
the system

• Pitchers work smarter, 
more efficiently, and are 
more interested in the fine 
art of pitch selection and 
location 

Customized Page with 
Logo and Team Name
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SCOUTING CHART SYSTEM
Go to any tournament and you will find coaches in the stands scouting other teams. Many of these informal 
"scouting" sessions yield useful details against future opponents. Now there is a system to organize these 
details and maximize their impact for your team. 

The Scouting Chart System provides a traditional format for scouting other teams. The system allows you to 
build a book on your opponents, noting their hitters and pitchers tendencies, and providing valuable 
defensive information for positioning your fielders, anticipating offensive moves, even timing baserunners
and noting steals, bunts and hit & runs. 

The system totals results for hitters against pitchers, and goes to as much detail as tendencies around the 
strike zone against a particular hitter. Using the Scouting Chart System will give your team an advantage 
against your opponents. 

The power of the system is it's simplicity. Results can easily be read and understood by others. Included 
with the system:

Complete instructions with many sample charts completed ▪

Binder/clipboard for game use and portability ▪

Tracks 15 players over 20 games ▪

15 individual and team summaries for statistics ▪

mylar reinforced ▪

150 game charts▪
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FUNDRAISING
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CALENDAR FUNDRAISING KIT
We believe we've come up with an ideal solution to address your fundraising needs. 

► A FUNDRAISING RAFFLE BASED ON A RANDOMLY SELECTED 3-DIGIT NUMBER

Conducting a lottery based on a randomly selected three digit daily number is one of the most efficient and 
profitable fundraisers your team can conduct. There are variations on this type of fundraiser, but coaches 
and booster clubs who have done it for years swear by it. Rather than raising a few hundred dollars a pop 
for selling candy, washing cars or other novelties, this fundraiser provides a realistic opportunity for 
thousands in profits, well over $15,000 in some cases.

What this kit provides is all the materials you will need to run a successful fundraiser. It includes the 
following: 

NOTE: Individual states may have rules or regulations regarding fundraisers of any type including raffles 
(i.e. 50/50), casino nights, auctions, etc. We recommend that you check your state's requirements (if 
any) before conducting this fundraiser and what information, if any, should be included on the calendar.

▪

Payouts based upon randomly selected 3-digit numbers are typically based upon your state's daily 
evening lottery or, alternatively, a state's daily evening lottery of your choosing.▪

Allow approximately 4 weeks minimum to sell the calendars▪

Complete, easy-to-follow instructions for conducting the fundraiser and a scale of projected profits. In ten 
minutes, you can start your fundraiser▪

100 sales sheets, also numbered, to record the sales of each calendar▪

1000 calendar sheets, each with a unique three digit number and customized with your team's name and 
sport, as well as the months that you choose to run the fundraiser▪
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CALENDAR FUNDRAISING KIT
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EVENT PROGRAMS
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EVENT PROGRAMS

Do you have a special event that would benefit 
from a program that can be handed to your 
audience or spectators? We have worked with 
town little leagues and high schools, for example, 
to design customized programs for tournaments, 
world series and playoffs that have included 
rosters, game pairings, playoff brackets, 
tournament information, sponsors and other 
related information.

Our Event Program is typically a 4 page folded 
"booklet" which measures 8.5" high by 5.5' 
wide and produced in color. The front cover 
typically has the main event information, the inside 
will contain the rosters, schedules and/or brackets 
spread across two pages, and the back cover 
typically contains advertisements from sponsors.

This is and ideal way to identify participants for 
spectators and to commemorate the event for 
parents. 
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EVENT PROGRAMS COVER PAGEBACK PAGE
(with advertising)
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EVENT PROGRAMS INSIDE RIGHT PAGEINSIDE LEFT PAGE
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EVENT PROGRAMS COVER PAGEBACK PAGE
(with advertising)
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EVENT PROGRAMS INSIDE RIGHT PAGEINSIDE LEFT PAGE
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SCHEDULE AND ROSTER CARDS
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SCHEDULE AND ROSTER CARDS
Just about every school has its sports schedule printed in some form. Our Schedule & Roster Cards are 
customized and printed for your individual needs and distributed when you want them to be distributed. 
Additionally, with a little salesmanship, you can get a local business to purchase an advertisement on the 
back panel to help pay for your cards and in most cases, generate a profit for your organization. Our 
experience is that most businesses will respond with $100 to $250 or more for the chance to have their ad 
on the back of 250or more Schedule & Roster Cards that are going to be constantly referred to over 
several months.

Schedule and Roster Card Details include:

Minimum Order - one bundle of 250 cards▪

Back Cover - we can print an advertisement from a 
team sponsor (the deal negotiating is up to you!) 
Alternatively, we can print anything else you would like 
such as phone numbers, school personnel, team roster 
or other information

▪

Inside - we will print your entire schedule across two 
pages and, at your option, include a roster, sizing the 
type to make it fit

▪

Front Cover - we can include an action photo, or a 
graphic of your team's mascot along with your team 
name and logo

▪

Printed on sturdy matte or glossy stock ▪

Cards are folded in half the size of a business card 
(3.5" by 2")

▪
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SCHEDULE AND ROSTER CARDS

BACK PAGE COVER

INSIDE
SCHEDULE

BACK PAGE
(with advertising) COVER

INSIDE
SCHEDULE

INSIDE
SCHEDULE

INSIDE
SCHEDULE

BACK PAGE
(with advertising) COVER BACK PAGE COVER
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SCHEDULE POSTERS
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SCHEDULE POSTERS
Just about every school has its sports schedule printed in some form, often on a poster which can be 
posted throughout town. Our Schedule Posters are generally 11” wide by 17” tall, printed in color on 
heavy glossy poster stock and customized for your individual needs. We put your photo(s), schedule, and 
sponsors together in an attractive layout using your specified team colors. Layouts can be vertical 
(portrait) or horizontal (landscape). Schedule Posters can also be used by other organizations or clubs in 
addition to sports teams. 
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COMMEMORATIVE MEMENTOS
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MEMENTOS
These unique long lasting memorabilia are designed specifically for your team honoring your season or 
special event (i.e. tournament win, division win, tournament participation, etc.). They make great end of 
the season gifts for team members, graduating seniors, coaches and parents. The mementos are 
designed to replicate your team's actual lineup or roster cards. Don't worry if you are a first time customer 
and have not previously ordered a lineup or roster card – we will be happy to custom craft one for you!

Commemorative Mementos are custom designed and come in two standard sized picture frames. 

• Supply us with any team achievements that you want to highlight and we will include it in the 
design

• Supply us with a team picture and we will include it on the 8 ½" by 11" size

• Let us convert your existing lineup card or roster card into a commemorative memento or let us 
create a new one for you if you are not an existing customer 

• Customized to your team, with school or team name across the top. You can also supply artwork 
for the top of the cards, or choose among our artwork selections. 

Wall Hanging Picture Frame Sizes:
5" by 7" 
8 ½" by 11" 

Desktop Frame Size
5" by 7" (acrylic self-standing picture frame)
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5” by 7” Picture Frame                    5” by 7” Standing Desk Fram

8.5” by 11” Picture Frame (Available in Black and Mahogany
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OTHER SPORTS
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VOLLEYBALL LINEUP CARDS
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WRESTLING LINEUP CARDS
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SOCCER LINEUP CARDS


